T his paper presents a project management policy in which the appearance of software faults during system construction is used to determine the timing of system integration activities (e.g., team meetings, analyzing modules for interface inconsistencies, system fault correction, and so on). System integration is performed only if a threshold fault count has been exceeded; otherwise, module development is allowed to continue. We derive an expression for calculating fault thresholds and analyze the policy to reveal the presence of three operating regions: (1) a region in which development should continue with no system integration, (2) a region in which system integration occurs if a threshold fault count has been exceeded, and (3) a region in which system integration should always take place. Analytical and numerical results demonstrate how the fault thresholds change with system complexity, team skill, development environment, and project schedule. We also show how learning that occurs during each round of system integration leads to less frequent integration in the future, and lower total construction effort. Simulation experiments reveal that the fault threshold policy can be applied even if several homogeneity assumptions in the model are relaxed, allowing for differences in the propensity among modules to accumulate faults and the effort needed to correct these faults. Finally, the fault threshold policy outperforms a fixed-release policy in which system integration occurs whenever a fixed number of modules has been released.
Introduction
The productivity of software teams during system development is a critical objective in the proper management of a software project. As a result, a sizeable portion of the research on software development has been devoted to issues that deal with the productivity of the development team (Blackburn et al. 1996 , van Genuchten 1991 . In the United States, more than $275 billion was spent annually on over 200 000 major software projects (Standish Group 1999) . Among these projects close to 50% suffered significant cost and schedule escalation, while another 23% was deemed as outright failures (Standish Group 2001) . van Genuchten (1991) notes that more than 70% of the surveyed software projects suffered from cost overruns and more than 30% suffered from schedule overruns. Improving software development productivity could therefore have dramatic payoffs.
To improve productivity, incremental process models (Gilb 1988 ) such as spiral development (Boehm 1988) and iterative enhancement (Basili and Turner 1975) have been proposed. One benefit of incremental development is that it reduces downstream effects, i.e., negative effects of allowing faulty code to persist (Fagan 1986 ). Another benefit is that incremental development produces relatively stable system snapshots, or baselines, that support subsequent development work and timely completion (Keil et al. 2000) .
Incremental development can be considered to occur in a series of construction cycles. Each construction cycle consists of a module development phase, followed by a system integration phase. The team's main activity during the module development phase is writing and unit-testing code leading to the creation and release of system modules. During system integration, the team performs a variety of activities to Information Systems Research 15(1), pp. 3-21, © 2004 INFORMS reconcile intermodule inconsistencies. Specific examples of system integration activities are switching (between development and integration), communication with peers, program comprehension, and system fault correction. An incremental development regime similar to the one described above is used by some software teams at Microsoft (Cusumano and Selby 1995) . Here a project is divided into several subprojects. Each subproject goes through rigorous system testing and fault removal (i.e., system integration) before the next subproject is begun.
The practice of incremental development can increase productivity. Brooks (1995) has observed that a development team could be more productive if team members only communicate periodically, allowing productive and stable time in between for individuals to concentrate on development tasks. Most existing research on incremental development, however, is qualitative in nature, providing little guidance on how incremental development can be best managed.
This paper advances a fault threshold policy for incremental development. The policy is intuitively appealing. System integration is performed only if further module development is expected to lead to a high number of system faults; otherwise, module development is allowed to continue. The fault threshold policy proposed here is inspired by software management practice in actual organizations. Many software development groups perform testing on a daily, almost continuous basis (McConnell 1996) . Frequently updated system quality status allows project managers to optimally choose the timing of system integration activities.
The amount of development work is measured by the number of modules released (or updated) since system integration was last performed. The notion of a released module is as follows. As individual developers enhance modules, they release these updated modules into a shared system repository so that other developers can become aware of the updates and make appropriate adjustments (McConnell 1996) . The use of a system repository maintains some coherence among team members without explicitly performing system integration. Figure 1 illustrates a system integration policy that uses fault thresholds. Here, system integration occurs with the release of the third module, when the observed fault count exceeds the corresponding threshold. For the team to be productive, fault thresholds must be set low enough that system consistency does not deteriorate too much, and high enough that system integration is not performed too frequently. A factor that favors delaying system integration is the presence of overheads. These overheads consist of switching the work environment between module development and system integration, arranging and conducting meetings among team members, and so on. The main subject of this paper is the trade-off between maintaining system integrity and the flow of development work. Our analysis reveals the presence of three separate regions in the fault threshold policy. If the number of releases is below a low value, system integration should not be performed. If the number of releases is above a high value, however, system integration should be performed for any positive number of faults. When the number of releases is between the low value and the high value, the system-integration decision depends on the number of observed faults and the fault thresholds.
There are two important differences that distinguish this study from previous ones on this subject. First, we propose a dynamic policy to better capture the varying quality of work performed during module development. Previous research has studied system integration policies that are either fixed (e.g., integration occurs after fixed time or work increments) or flexible (i.e., integration points are determined a priori, but the amount of time or work done between integration points can vary). In contrast, the present study addresses system integration from a more dynamic perspective; integration decisions are contingent on system test results.
A simplified example of a fixed policy is: Integrate whenever three modules have been released. A flexible policy may be illustrated as follows: In the first construction cycle integrate when two modules have been released, in the second cycle when four modules have been released, in the third cycle when three modules have been released, and so on. Finally, a dynamic policy for the first three cycles is illustrated in Table 1 .
The dynamic aspects of our model are more in tune with practice where managers evaluate the system first and then decide whether or not to integrate. We incorporate a learning component that broadens the scope of system integration to not only remove existing bugs, but also to curb the growth of bugs in the future. The learning component theorizes that with each integration activity the team learns more about the system, leading to future, better-quality, work. Combining dynamic aspects and learning effects provides a rich framework of analysis, as the resulting integration decisions are both adaptive and proactive.
We summarize three main results from this study. The first set of results deals with how the threshold policy changes with various project parameters. Here we find that
• more complex systems need more frequent integration;
• more skillful teams can delay integration; • a superior development environment can afford a tighter integration policy; and
• projects with a tight schedule should be managed with a relaxed policy. The second set of results addresses the question: When are fault metrics useful to collect? Conversely: When can a system be effectively developed with predetermined integration points? Here we find that inquisitive teams and projects with tight schedules benefit more from fault metrics. Conversely, projects where the team learns slowly or projects with lenient schedules can be effectively managed with predetermined integration points. The third set of results has to with system heterogeneity. A homogeneous system is one where modules are similar in size and complexity (Banker et al. 1998) , and all faults take roughly the same effort to fix. Because the analytical model in this study assumes homogeneity, we report the extent to which our model applies for heterogeneous systems. We find that heterogeneity in the system still allows the use of the same thresholds. However, system integration points become less predictable. Thus while the behavior of the project changes, the productivity of the team predicted by our policy is not much affected by the system heterogeneity.
The paper is organized as follows: In §2, we review related research on software development. Section 3 presents the fault threshold policy and provides analytical expressions for the fault thresholds. The effect of team learning on the timing of system integration is explored in §4, and the fault threshold policy is compared here to a policy that does not rely on system fault data to make integration decisions. In §5, we present simulation experiments that examine the impact of relaxing some key modeling assumptions. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the study.
Literature Review
The problem of managing a software project is related to the problem of coordinating a team to produce a common goal. Our work, therefore, is related to coordination Simon 1958, Thompson 1967) in the software development as well as coordination processes devised to manage other group work. In the context of software development, Kraut and Streeter (1995) describe coordination to mean any activity that facilitates different people working on a common project to have a common definition of what they are building, while sharing information and meshing their efforts with one another. Recent research on coordination suggests that, as team members interact with each other, they gain insights both on the joint task and on each other. This team cognition helps them to coordinate implicitly for future tasks (Leveque et al. 2001, Crowston and Kammerer 1998) .
While coordination is central to our model, two issues need clarification. First, not all activities during system integration are group activities (i.e., coordination related). For example, the act of faults removal is largely an individual activity and not coordination related, while program comprehension (e.g., code walk-through meetings that precede system debugging) clearly involves coordination. The second issue is that coordination-related activities also occur outside the system integration phase. For example, developers often employ coordination mechanisms (both informal and formal) to keep in synch during the module development phase. Examples of formal mechanisms during module development include the use of configuration management procedures, status update reports, and a system repository to share released modules. In addition, informal (watercooler) conversations allow developers to stay informed about each other's progress. Essentially, formal and informal coordination during module development allows the team to maintain some degree of coherence without explicit system integration.
We next review research on improving software team productivity, models of system fault growth, and the effort involved in system testing and integration. Two prominent approaches to improving software development productivity are the Software Capability Maturity Model (CMM) from the CMU Software Engineering Institute (Paulk et al. 1993) , and Recommended Approach to Software Development from the NASA Software Engineering Laboratory (NASA 1992) . The CMM is a process-centric effort created out of the realization that, unless the underlying software process is properly managed, any attempt to improve development productivity and product quality will be futile. Based on this realization, the CMM proposes an evolutionary path for process improvement.
The stages are initial, repeatable, defined, managed, and optimizing. These stages are organized such that improvements in one stage provide the foundation to build improvements in the next stage. The framework at NASA was inspired by the observation that software organizations have significant shortcomings in their ability to capitalize on the experience gained from previous projects. To counter this, NASA's approach consists of a three-phase framework to improve an organization's current practices and productivity: understanding, assessing, and packaging.
While the above two bodies of work approach the management of software development from different perspectives, they share the conclusion that project success depends largely on a proper process to facilitate team coordination (Jones et al. 1997) . Coordination enables team members to align individual contributions and propagate domain expertise (Faraj and Sproull 2000 , Zhuge 2002 , Robillard 1999 , Johar 1997 . Although the broad goal of coordination is to improve development quality and productivity (Ravichandran and Rai 2000) , specific benefits include increased progress visibility and reduced project risk (Barki et al. 2001 , Nidumolu 1995 .
Coordination is a critical activity in incremental software development models. Examples include joint application development, and more recently, agile programming (Radding 2002 ) that encourage intense in-process communication and feedback. McConnell (1996) reports an incremental development regime called the "daily build and smoke test." Here, modules are integrated frequently to ensure that new development is reasonably compatible with the existing code. A claimed benefit of such fine-grained integration and testing is that it allows easy backtracking and isolation of defects.
Research on fault growth models attempts to estimate the number of remaining system faults (and indirectly, system reliability) after some amount of system testing has been done (Musa 1975 , Yamada and Osaki 1985 , Goel 1985 , Wood 1996 . These models have been extended to consider the effect of imperfect fault detection (Ammann et al. 1994 ) and incomplete fault removal (Xia et al. 1993) . In addition to fault growth and reliability models, there are several studies on the economics of system testing. Ehrlich et al. (1993) use a decision theoretic approach to determine the optimal amount of system testing for time-tomarket decisions. Dalal and McIntosh (1994) study stopping conditions for testing while the system is still undergoing significant change. Singpurwalla (1991) uses principles of decision making under uncertainty to calculate the optimal testing and debugging amount from the standpoint of expected utility maximization. However, the approach can become mathematically intractable if used for managing actual projects.
The few proposals (such as Koushik and Mookerjee 1995, Tamai 1992 ) that aim to control software development through better timing of integration activities operate without using system fault metrics. Using fault data, it is possible to judge the quality of the work performed and thus make a more informed decision on system integration. However, the potential of using fault data for project management has not been fully exploited. Similarly, while research on software reliability has emphasized models to predict software faults, methods to manage these faults in an evolving system have not been prescribed. The present study is an attempt to bridge the quantitative models of fault estimation and the largely qualitative prescriptions found in process improvement studies.
Fault Threshold Policy
This section provides an analytical description of the fault threshold policy. We first present expressions for the effort associated with the various activities during system integration. Second, we derive the thresholds in the fault threshold policy to determine when system integration should take place. The analysis assumes that the module interrelease time for the team follows an exponential distribution with mean , or equivalently, that modules are released according to a Poisson distribution. The Poisson is commonly used to model arrival phenomena with many independent sources of variation (in this case, the rates at which different developers code, and the complexity of the modules they work upon). The Poisson assumption is often made for two reasons:
(1) because of its ability to capture many real world arrival phenomena, and (2) because of its analytical tractability. In §5 we conduct a simulation study to test the robustness of the exponential assumption. Our findings there are that the qualitative nature of the results carry through quite well even if the module release process follows a different distribution. Given exponential interrelease times, the probability density that the mth release occurs at time t is Erlang, given by
In practice, a module that has been updated but not yet released is not included in system-level testing. Before a module is released, it might still have internal errors or incomplete features. Including such a module in the system test can be counterproductive. Therefore, in this study we permit system testing to occur only with the release of a module; system testing is thus periodic, rather than continuous. Table 2 introduces the basic notation that will be used in our analysis.
Expected Integration Effort
We are interested in finding the expected effort that would be incurred if system integration were initiated after m releases have occurred. System integration activities consist of a fixed component and a variable component. The fixed component comprises switching cost for compiling and analyzing software metrics, updating project status, and rearranging the work environment (i.e., software and hardware tools) between module development and system integration. If each developer spends roughly k a amount of time on switching activities, the total switching effort is k a S, where S is the team size. For the most part, we consider switching to be an individual activity, although it is conceivable that some coordination (formal and informal) may occur to achieve it, such as sharing, planning, scheduling, and so on.
The two variable components of system integration are program comprehension and system debugging (to correct functional faults). Of these, program comprehension is coordination related. Program comprehension requires communication among developers to understand each other's work; plan improvements in programming style, consistency, and understandability (e.g., through the use of grouporiented techniques such as peer reviews, inspections, walk-throughs, and so on); meet to assign tasks, and so on. Given its group nature, it is reasonable to propose that program comprehension effort increases with the square of the team size (Brooks 1995) and with the number of released modules. The effort for program comprehension can therefore be written as k b S 2 m, where k b is a program comprehension coefficient, S is the team size, and m is the number of released modules. The value of k b is influenced by factors such as the proximity of project members (Teasley et al. 2002) , the extent of informal communication that has already occurred (Kraut and Streeter 1995) , tool support for team collaboration (Kuwana et al. 1996) , and the existence of past or present working relationships (Seaman and Basili 1998) .
The other variable component of system integration is system debugging. We do not consider system debugging to be a group activity, although some of the activities that facilitate it (such as those under program comprehension) may be group oriented. The number of system faults B t that accumulate when S developers work without integrating for t time units is defined by
The above exponential form is consistent with the experience that faults tend to proliferate if they are not corrected, i.e., the fault growth rate becomes higher when there are more existing faults. This functional form is drawn from the literature on software reliability (Goel 1985) . The fault-compounding coefficient k d affects the rate at which faults multiply (or compound). The value of k d is higher for more complex systems, and its units are such that the term k d St is dimensionless. The value of the faultcompounding coefficient affects the rate of growth of faults; the growth rate becomes higher for higher values of k d . Factors such as software complexity and the tools and development environment used could influence the value of k d . The fault-scaling coefficient k c provides additional flexibility to inflate or deflate the growth of faults, depending on the project domain's specificity and maturity (Prahalad and Krishnan 1999) . For example, novel and relatively unstructured projects can be expected to have a higher fault-scaling coefficient than those with organizational experience or clearer requirements.
The expected system integration effort associated with m module releases is the sum of the fixed integration effort and the (expected) variable integration effort,
In (3.3), B m is the random number of faults at the mth release, and˜ is the random effort to fix a fault. The random effort associated with fixing each fault (˜ ) is assumed to be independent of the number of faults ( B m ). Note that the expression in Equation (3.3) shows that the switching effort (k a S) and comprehension effort (k b S 2 m) is shared for correcting B m faults. Because of this shared effort, it is reasonable to expect that faults should accumulate to a certain level before it is productive to correct them. This suggests that a threshold-based policy may work well for this problem.
Fault Thresholds
In the fault threshold policy the team stops module development and starts system integration upon the mth module release if the integration effort per release is expected to rise with the next release. If m modules have been released, then system integration is initi-
where I m is the actual integration effort accompanied with m releases and B m faults, E Ĩ m+1 B m is the expected integration effort after the release of the m + 1 th module, given that B m faults have been observed with m releases.
Fault Threshold Policy. Depending on the number of module releases that have occurred within a construction cycle, the fault threshold policy can be divided into three separate regions. In the first region no integration should occur. In the second region integration should occur depending on the number of faults observed. In the third region integration should occur for any nonzero number of faults. The exact operation of the fault threshold policy is described by the theorem below.
Theorem. Assuming k a S > k c , the following integration policy can be derived using (3.4) as follows:
integration should be initiated if the number of observed faults accompanied with
Proof. In Appendix A we show that the expected number of faults at the (m + 1)th release is B m + q B m + k c where q = k d S/ − k d S . Substituting the expression for E B m+1 B m in (3.4), we find that system integration should occur if
where, E ˜ = .
The values of the low release count (m 0 ) and the high release count (m 1 ) are found by obtaining release levels for which the inequality in (3.8) is never satisfied or always satisfied, independent of the number of faults. Between the low and high release counts, the value of the threshold at the mth release is obtained by enforcing the equality in (3.8). Equations (3.5) and (3.7) are helpful to plan the project. For example, scheduling integration with less than m 0 releases or delaying integration beyond m 1 releases may be a suboptimal use of team effort. These low and high module release counts also allow the project manager to form an expectation about when system integration will occur during the project.
The physical interpretation of requiring k a S > k c is that the switching effort for the team (k a S) is greater than the average effort needed to fix k c faults. As long as the expected time to generate k c faults is reasonably low, this restriction is likely to be satisfied in many real projects. It can be easily shown that the expected time needed to generate k c faults is inversely proportional to k d S. Thus for very small teams, or teams with very low switching or fault compounding coefficients, the restriction may not hold and the fault threshold policy that we are proposing may not be appropriate. While it is possible that real projects with these characteristics exist, an integration policy in which integration occurs at low rather than high fault counts is counterintuitive and outside the scope of this study.
Trigger Probabilities
The trigger probability T P m is defined as the probability that system integration occurs with the release of the mth module. For m < m 0 , no positive B T m exists so integration cannot occur. To ensure that integration will always occur at some value of m ≤ N , the value of B T r is set to zero for r = min m 1 N . For m 0 ≤ m ≤ m 1 system integration is triggered following the mth release if and only if B m exceeds the threshold B T m , and the previous threshold at (m − 1) was not exceeded. In Appendix B we show that the trigger probability is
An Example Project
In Table 3 , we use some plausible, albeit hypothetical, values for the various project parameters that Table 3 is based on a scenario where the system under construction has a total of 500 modules (N = 500) and requires 300 person-weeks of pure development effort (L = 300). The module release rate is set at 16.6 using the ratio (SN /L (=16.6 modules/week). A value k a = 0 8 weeks implies that a developer would need to spend approximately 4 days on taskswitching activities for each project increment. From Table 3 we can also infer that it takes a 10-person team 2 days to comprehend 25 newly released modules. Hence, using the second term of Equation consulted following each module release to determine whether to initiate system integration.
The downward slope of the policy curve is intuitively appealing. The fault thresholds stay high for low values of m to prevent system integration from taking place too early. On the one hand, this is desirable since frequent integration can be disruptive and costly. On the other hand, as more modules are released the threshold falls to encourage system integration. This again makes sense because it prevents extended periods of module development without integration, a practice that can result in considerable rework and corrective effort.
The trigger probabilities are plotted in Figure 3 . It is clear that system integration is unlikely to occur for m less than 138. Above this value of m, the trigger probabilities increase as the fault thresholds decrease with m. The trigger probability peaks at m = 150. Beyond this value of m, the probabilities diminish because at higher m it is increasingly improbable that none of the previous thresholds was exceeded.
Impact of Model Parameters
In Table 4 , we obtain the first order derivative of the threshold with respect to each of the parameters: switching coefficient (k a ), the fault-scaling and faultcompounding coefficients (k c and k d ), average effort to fix a fault ( ), and the module release rate ( ). Table 4 Various The fault thresholds reduce with the three faultrelated parameters (k c , k d , and ) and increase with the switching effort and the module release rate. We next examine the direction of change on the threshold curve with changes in the various model parameters. Figure 4 shows the effect of the different coefficients on the policy curve that is plotted for k a = 0 8, k c = 30, k a = 0 0154. Note that changes in the parameters cause upward or downward shifts in the policy curve. In Figure 4 , the policy curve shifts upward as the switching coefficient increases. An upward shift in the policy curve means system integration will be delayed, and there will (typically) be longer construction cycles. Since more resources are spent on switching, more developers are needed to complete the project in the allotted time. As a result, module development constitutes a lower proportion of the total construction effort. The program comprehension coefficient k b has a similar effect on the system integration policy as the switching coefficient k a . As k b increases, it takes a larger team to absorb the program comprehension overhead.
Increases in the fault-scaling and the fault-compounding coefficients (k c and k d ) shift the policy curve downward and to the left. This causes system integration to occur at lower fault counts and helps curb the exponential growth of faults. However, while the direction of the impact on the thresholds is the same for these coefficients, the impact of the faultcompounding coefficient is more significant.
An increase in the average effort to fix a fault also causes the policy curve to shift downward and to the left. As increases, more effort is required to fix the same number of faults; hence, for a given number of releases, the policy recommends system integration with fewer faults. Increasing the module release rate has the opposite effect: When the module release rate is higher, the same number of modules can be expected to arrive earlier, thus the expected number of faults is lower for a given number of releases. An increase in the module release rate therefore has the effect of reducing the need for system integration, hence the thresholds increase to delay system integration.
Project Characteristics
In this subsection we study the effects of various project characteristics on the behavior of the fault threshold policy. We discuss the implications of this study using four macro constructs. These constructs are composed from various combinations of the model parameters. The four constructs are system complexity, team skill, development environment, and schedule compression; they are discussed below.
System Complexity. System complexity can be related to the fault-scaling and fault-compounding parameters (k c and k d ) as well as the module release rate ( ). Everything else held constant, more complex systems should have higher values of k c and k d , but lower values of . Our analysis in §3.4 showed that the fault thresholds decrease with and increase in k c and k d . This is consistent with the expectation that more complex systems need to be constructed with a tighter degree of control. Also, decreasing the module release rate (as would be expected to happen if the system were more complex) reduces the value of the fault thresholds (Table 4) . Thus we can conclude that more complex systems require tighter control (i.e., more frequent system integration).
Team Skill. A more skillful (or experienced) team should translate to a lower value of , the average effort to fix a fault. We can also expect lower values of k c and k d . Finally, a more experienced team might release modules at a faster rate ( ). The four variables ( , k c , k d , and ) fit nicely into our team skill construct. As , k c , and k d decrease, the integration policy relaxes. Similarly, as increases, the integration policy relaxes. We can therefore speculate that more skillful teams can afford to continue module development without integrating for longer periods. Development Environment. The development environment can be associated with the switching coefficient (k a ) and the program comprehension coefficient (k b ). A more sophisticated development environment can be expected to reduce k a and k b . As k a decreases, the integration policy should intensify. The effect of k b on the integration policy is indirect (since the influence of k b is via S, the team size); however, this effect is in the same direction as that of k a . We can thus propose that a better development environment should translate to a tighter integration policy.
Schedule Compression. We associate schedule compression with the L/T ratio for the project; the schedule becomes more compressed at higher values of this ratio. In Figure 5 , we numerically depict the impact of schedule compression on the policy curve. Schedule compression occurs when the same amount of development work (L) has to be accomplished in less time (T ). The lowest curve is a project with the most relaxed schedule (T = 60), whereas the topmost curve is a project with the tightest schedule (T = 40). As can be seen from the figure, the threshold policy favors early system integration (i.e., with fewer faults for the same number of releases) for more relaxed projects. The larger team size needed for tighter projects makes frequent integration less efficient.
Learning Effects
The discussion on the system integration policy in the last section assumed that project parameters such as the effort per fault and the fault-compounding rate remain unchanged throughout system construction. It is interesting to revisit this analysis in the presence of learning benefits that accrue from system integration activities (Morisio et al. 1999 , Gaimon 1997 ). Team learning not only benefits the removal of existing faults, but also helps reduce the rate at which new faults arise during subsequent development work. To investigate learning effects, system-integration decisions need to be considered in the context of multiple construction cycles. Learning acts to reduce the values of some model parameters across cycles.
The Model
We now derive the system integration effort that would be incurred by the fault threshold policy with the presence of learning. The integration effort is found using the smallest team size necessary to construct the system without violating the schedule constraint. As shown later in this section, the value of the smallest team size is easily found using a simple linear search procedure. We formulate a model in which the fault thresholds in each cycle are set equal to the B T m values that were obtained in §3. The only decision variable in this model is the team size. The objective of the model is to minimize the total expected integration effort given that required development effort (L) should be completed within the available time (T ).
Assuming thatñ cycles are needed to construct the system and the system integration effort in the ith cycle is denoted by˜ i , the total system integration effort for the project is given byĨ =˜ 1 +˜ 2 + · · · + i + · · · +˜ ñ . Likewise, if the module development time for the ith cycle isd i , the total module development effort will be
S is positive integer. is the threshold for the number of faults in corresponding to the mth release in the ith construction cycle.
2 We find the expected integration effort with m releases multiplied by the probability that system integration will be triggered at m releases. Defining r = min m 1 N and T m = B −1 B T m , we have
where,
To calculate E d i we condition the module development time on the event that system integration occurs when there are m releases and then take the expectation
Solution Procedure. To solve the above model, we find the optimal team size. This is done by performing an exhaustive linear search starting from S min (the lowest possible value of S) equal to L/T (i.e., the ceiling of L/T ). The required team size will be at least this number, even if the system integration effort for the project is zero. For example, in the baseline project in Table 3 , S min = 6.
For a given value of S, we calculate the fault thresholds (using (3.6)), the expected integration effort (using (4.4)), and the expected module development effort (using (4.5)) in a given construction cycle. If at the end of a construction cycle the total module 2 Strictly speaking, we should denote this threshold as B T m i , indicating that the threshold applies for the ith cycle. We have, however, dropped the argument i to keep the notation from getting too cumbersome. development work is less than L, more cycles are needed. Due to learning, some model parameters may need to be updated before the fault threshold curve and expected development and integration effort for the next cycle is obtained. After sufficient work has been done (as specified by (4.2)), the schedule constraint (4.1) is checked. Because the objective function is increasing in S (see Appendix C), the search process can be terminated if either of the following conditions is satisfied:
• The current value of S satisfies the schedule constraint. This implies that an optimal value of S has been found.
• The time required to complete the project increases from the previous value of S. This implies that the problem is infeasible. If neither condition above is satisfied, the search process continues, i.e., the value of S is increased by 1 and the effort and schedule constraints are again checked.
It is possible to show that the search process cannot continue beyond a maximum team size, S max . The value of S max is found as follows: Define as the expected number of releases in the project. Since the development time in the project must be at least L/S, the expected number of releases during this time must be L/S · . The maximum possible team size is found by setting the switching effort plus the program comprehension effort for the expected number of releases in the project equal to the available effort minus the required development effort:
and S max = S + . For the baseline project in Table 3 , the value of S max is 55; the maximum range for the search process in this problem instance is therefore 6 55 . Usually, however, the search terminates much earlier.
Example Project Revisited. To show the effect of learning, we use the model parameters from the example project in the previous section with the additional constraint that system construction (T ) time cannot exceed 50 weeks. For illustrative purposes, assume that due to learning effects the team is able to reduce the effort per fault ( ) and the faultcompounding rate (k d ) by 5% in each new cycle. Figure 6 reveals two effects of learning. First, the threshold curves shift to the right with learning, implying that as a team becomes more familiar with a system, system integration can be delayed. This finding confirms the expectation that a learning team can function effectively with less integration. The other observation from Figure 6 is that system-integration decisions become more intricate with learning. This is evidenced by the fact the probability curves spread out in later cycles. This spreading effect is interesting because it implies that fault metrics are of more value to a learning team.
With learning, eight developers are required to complete the project in time while incurring 99.96 person-weeks of system integration effort. If the project team does not learn, the minimum team size increases to nine and the project requires 118.89 person-weeks of system integration effort. Put differently, learning provides a 16% (approximately) reduction in system integration effort. These are significant savings because system integration activities often constitute a substantial portion of the total effort required to construct a system.
Comparison with Fixed-Release Policy
We now compare the fault threshold policy with a fixed-release policy. In the fixed-release policy, system integration is performed whenever a specific number of modules has been released. In other words, there is no connection between the number of system faults and the integration decision: Integration is performed when a fixed number of releases has occurred. To evaluate this policy, we note that the time t at which the rth module is released is given by the Erlang density defined in (3.1). Hence the expected number of faults at the rth release (b r ) should be
(4.6) Using the above, the expected system integration effort at r releases is
Also, the expected module development time with r releases is
For the fixed-release policy, the objective function simplifies to
and the expected development effort to
Sr
To find the optimal value of r, we first set S to L/T and perform a linear search in r to minimize the objective function. If the schedule constraint is not met, S is increased by one and the optimal value of r is again searched. Because the objective function is increasing in the team size, S, the search procedure stops when a certain value of S is found to satisfy the schedule constraint or the problem is found to be infeasible. The optimal system integration policy (S * r * ) can be interpreted as: S * developers should be assigned to the project and system integration should occur when there are r * releases. With a fixed-release policy, system integration is performed only at planned points in the construction of the system (i.e., when a specified number of releases have occurred). The policy is therefore easier to implement. In addition, developers and managers can benefit from being able to anticipate and plan work schedules. Despite these administrative benefits, a fixed-release policy does not capture the dynamics of system construction as precisely as the fault threshold policy. Table 5 displays the percentage reduction in system integration effort achieved by the fault threshold policy over the fixed-release policy for different values of the schedule compression ratio, L/T . As the L/T ratio becomes higher, more developers are needed in both policies. As can be seen from Table 5 , the threshold policy is superior for projects with a tight schedule. The results in Figure 6 and Table 5 indicate that for a project with low L/T ratio, a fixedrelease policy might be considered initially, followed by a fault-based policy for the rest of the project.
Simulation Experiments
The simulation experiments in this section serve three purposes. First, these experiments demonstrate that the analytical model closely predicts the actual integration effort. Second, the experiments help examine whether the results of the analytical model are robust with respect to assumptions made about the module release process. Finally, these experiments study the applicability of the fault threshold policy for heterogeneous systems. The simulation experiments allow for several sources of randomness (i.e., quantities drawn from a distribution instead of being fixed): module release events, fault correction effort ( ), and fault-compounding coefficient (k d . We also simulate a situation where the module release process has a nonstationary mean.
Simulation Procedure. We begin with a high level description of the simulation procedure. More details are provided at appropriate places in this section; a pseudocode of the entire procedure is outlined in Appendix D. We start by fixing certain project parameters and find the team size needed to complete the project within schedule. This is done as follows: For a given team size (and set of other project parameters) the construction of the system is simulated 5 000 times (i.e., we carry out 5 000 iterations). Within each iteration, several construction cycles may be needed to satisfy the effort constraint (see (4.2)). For each construction cycle, module interrelease times are simulated using an exponential distribution with a known mean. The number of faults in a released module is calculated using Equation (3.2). If at any release the total fault count for all released modules exceeds the corresponding threshold, integration ensues and the integration effort is recorded. A simulation iteration is complete if after a given cycle the effort constraint is satisfied. The total project effort is recorded for each iteration and the average total effort across 5 000 iterations is computed. If this average (for a given team size) is lower than (or equal to) the available capacity =S · T , a solution has been found. Otherwise the value of S is increased by 1 and the process is repeated. Depending on the experiment, the correction effort for each fault is sometimes drawn from a distribution. Furthermore, the number of faults in a module is sometimes found using a randomly generated value for the fault-compounding coefficient. Finally, if learning occurs in the project the mean coefficient value of the fault compounding and the mean cost of fixing a fault are changed across cycles.
Predicting Integration Effort
In this experiment module interrelease times are drawn from an exponential distribution. The mean of this distribution is set equal to NS/L. Several project parameters are changed one at a time while others held constant. The purpose of this experiment is to verify the analytical results for the amount of integration effort. Table 6 depicts theoretical versus simulated results for integration effort with one parameter changed at a time (from baseline values). Using the model parameters in the example project with duration (T ) set to 50, the (average) system integration effort is 120.20 person-months, or 1.26% higher than the theoretical value of 118.89 person-months. The last row of Table 6 depicts the learning scenario discussed in §4.1. The simulated trigger probability curves (frequency curves) closely resemble the ones shown in Figure 6 , and the simulated integration cost closely predicts the theoretical value of this cost. Overall, the simulation results typically stay within 1.5% of the expected values and the team size required for construction is the same for the simulation and the theoretical model. This confirms the correctness of the analytical calculations.
Module Release
The purpose of this experiment is to examine the robustness of the analytical model with respect to changes in the module release process. We perform two sets of simulations concerning the module release process. We first consider a situation where module interrelease times are not exponentially distributed as was assumed in the analytical derivations. Instead, we use uniformly distributed interrelease times and impose the theoretical thresholds to study the impact on the total system integration cost. To achieve the same distribution mean (1/ ) as the exponential case, the simulation experiment draws module interrelease time uniformly from 0 2/ . In the second experiment, we retain an exponential module interrelease time distribution but allow the mean to vary across construction cycles. Figure 7 (a) shows that the uniform trigger frequency curve matches very closely with the theoretical probability curve generated using an exponential interrelease time distribution. Furthermore, there is only a 0.92% difference between the simulated and the theoretical system integration effort. The trigger probability curve is slightly more concentrated for the uniform case because its standard deviation is lower: 1/ √ 3 versus 1/ for the exponential case. The curve becomes narrower if interrelease times are drawn from a uniform distribution with a smaller standard deviation. From the above experiment it can be concluded that the threshold policy is quite robust with respect to changes in the distribution governing the release of modules.
We also examine the impact of a nonstationary mean interrelease rate over the course of system construction. This nonstationary behavior of the mean could be associated with variations (across cycles) in the complexity of the modules being developed. For example, if the average complexity of modules in one cycle is higher, the interrelease times may be higher in that cycle. It is not uncommon for modules to vary in complexity, e.g., modules that support critical system features may be more complex. We simulate a scenario in which there are three levels of complexity. A third of the modules (e.g., critical shared components across main features) take (on average) 20% longer to develop (strictly, the interrelease mean time is 20% higher); the second third (e.g., modules that are internal to main features) take (on average) 20% less time to develop; and the last third (e.g., modules supporting low priority features) take an average time to develop.
Figure 7(b) shows that the trigger frequency and trigger probability curves shift for the first three development cycles of a project. In the first cycle the release rate is lower because the team develops modules with above-average complexity. The frequency curve for this cycle encourages early integration. The curve for the second cycle (i.e., the curve in bold associated with less than average complexity) is the rightmost and favors delaying integration. Finally, in the third cycle the team develops modules of average complexity; the corresponding probability curve therefore lies in the middle. In Figure 7 (b) we also plot the theoretical probability curves for a system where the mean module release is set to the mean value of the release rates in the first three cycles. The integration effort from the simulation is about 2.56% higher than the theoretical integration effort for the homogeneous system; a difference of 3 person-weeks in a year-long 9-person project. There is no difference in team size. The frequency curves shift across cycles and are more spread out, implying that integration points are less predictable in the heterogeneous system.
Fault Heterogeneity
We next study a situation where the fault rate across modules could be different, i.e., some modules could be more fault prone than others (Pressman 2001) . Another source of heterogeneity could arise from differences in the effort needed to correct faults. We use simulation to show the impact of system heterogeneity on the threshold policy. This is done as follows: The analytically derived thresholds are imposed on a system that exhibits heterogeneity. Next we observe the average system integration effort and threshold frequency curve from the simulation experiment. These observations are compared to the threshold probability curve and the expected system integration effort that would occur for an equivalent homogeneous system. This is a system in which the parameter values are constant and equal to the mean value of these parameters in the heterogeneous system. Variation in fault rates across modules is achieved by randomly drawing the value of k d from a uniform distribution with its mean set equal to the value of k d in the equivalent homogeneous system, and a chosen coefficient of variation. Similarly, variation in fault correction effort is achieved by drawing the effort to fix each fault from a uniform distribution with its mean set equal to the value of in an equivalent homogeneous system and a chosen coefficient of variation. The above experiment extends the concept of module classification because each module is permitted to be in a class of its own (Khoshgoftaar et al. 1996) . Figure 8 shows that the release count that triggers system integration has become significantly more dispersed in the heterogeneous system. At the same time, there is very little (less than 1%) difference between the simulated and expected integration efforts. The behavior of the heterogeneous system, however, is different from an equivalent homogeneous system. In the heterogeneous system, the team may release a burst of error-prone modules, resulting in frequent system integration (i.e., shorter construction cycles) as prescribed by the fault threshold curve. The opposite could occur during a period in which the team predominantly releases high-quality modules.
In summary, the simulation experiments have shown us that, despite making homogeneity assumptions, the theoretical model has done a very good job of estimating the integration effort of a heterogeneous system. As expected, however, the behavior of a heterogeneous system-in terms of when system integration is likely to take place-is different from an equivalent homogeneous one.
Overall Assessment and Future Directions
Before we end this section, we provide an overall assessment of the fault threshold policy and future research directions. Our simulation experiments have revealed that the fault threshold policy handles system heterogeneity passively, yet effectively. It is, of course, possible to further refine this policy and construct one that uses a vector of thresholds. Each component of this vector would correspond to the threshold value for a certain fault class (e.g., critical, urgent, important, normal, and so on). Another approach to accommodate fault severity would be to assign weights across different fault classes.
Our comments above are consistent with previous research that has recommended that error-prone components of a system be isolated and managed differently (Khoshgoftaar et al. 1996 , Briand et al. 1993 . One possibility would be to use fault thresholds only for high-risk modules while following a fixed-release policy for the overall project. However, given the fact that the threshold policy appears to do well under different kinds of system heterogeneity, refining the threshold policy to accommodate heterogeneity may not have dramatic benefits. However, the administrative costs of the policy would increase.
A useful extension to the present work would be to use the actual module release plan for a project (e.g., the CPM network) and prescribe system integration points within the context of this plan. The plan would depict the project's expected behavior. Of course, plans often go awry so it would be necessary to build some randomness into the model. A limitation of the current study is that it does not exploit any knowledge of the project plan. However, the analysis in the study provides a foundation for future work on these lines.
On the whole, the study has provided a different way to control software construction where system fault data is used to signal the health of the system. Integration activities can be time consuming and costly but need to be performed periodically to ensure that system integrity is maintained. Previous approaches to timing integration activities have not explored the potential of integration milestones that are contingent on system health.
Summary and Conclusions
We used the notion of fault density (number of software faults per released module) to determine the placement of system integration activities during the construction of a software system. The objective was to ensure that system integration activities were undertaken only when doing so made economic sense. The economic trade-off consisted of balancing the integrity of the system and maintaining the flow of module development work. Our analysis revealed the presence of three separate regions in the fault threshold policy. If the number of releases is below a low value, system integration should not be performed. If the number of releases is above a high value, system integration should be performed for any positive number of faults. Finally, when the number of releases is between the low value and the high value, the system-integration decision depends on the number of observed faults and the fault thresholds.
Improving development team productivity usually starts with a careful study of the current development practices (Paulk et al. 1993) . However, software development involves an intricate balance among technical, managerial, and organizational factors, thus making it extremely difficult to base system-integration decisions upon all metrics usually generated in the course of an ongoing project. Because fault data are easy to collect and can reveal the health of the evolving system, this variable may be sufficient to observe for project control purposes.
Our model setting is appropriate when the system can be tested frequently and at relatively low cost. If this is not the case, the cost of testing may also have to be incorporated into the model as well as a decision variable to determine when system testing should be performed. However, with the advent in configuration management, decline in computing costs, and increased automation of regression and other system-level tests, we speculate that most organizations would benefit from frequent system testing and hence the use of our model. Because the proposed model requires no change in the development environment, team communication structure, or testing and debugging tools, we expect that the proposed integration policy will be easy to implement. 
The sign of the RHS of (A6) depends on the relative magnitude of k c and k a S. Because it is disruptive to perform system integration if only a few faults have been committed, integrating at low values of m should be discouraged. This implies a down slope for the fault threshold curve, thus the condition k a S > k c which also leads to m 0 < m 1 . System integration should not occur for m less than m 0 and should always occur once the release count reaches m 1 . Between m 0 and m 1 , the policy curve should be consulted to decide whether system integration should be performed. 
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